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SECTION-A(6Marks)
(Short answer six questions. Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 rnark).

1. Write the vector form of Ohm's law.

2. Write the differential form of Faraday's law of electromagnetic induction,

3. Vetocity of light in a medium is given by

4. Write the relationship between wavelength and wave number.

5. Kirchhoff's 1'' Law is applicable to only -- - in a network.

6" Unit of capacitance is _

SECTION-B(12Marks)

(Short answer eight questions. Answer any six. Each question.carries 2 marks).

V. Define scalar and vector potentials.

8. Explain Maxwell's modification of Ampere's circuital theorem.

9. Derive wave equation in one dimension.

10 What do you rnean by polarized light ? Explain.

11. State superposition theorem. What are ideal voltage and ideal current source ?

1? Stale and r^]rove i-n:.rimrim nowcr tfanSfef theOrem.
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13' A pure resisS?:" R and a pure inductive coif of induciance L connected inseries urith an AC supply of voltage v. Find the average power consumed in afult AC cycle

14' Explain resonance condition in LCR circuit. Define half power frequencies.

SECTTCN-C(12Marks)
{Prcblem six questions. Arrswer any four. Each question carries 3 marks).
15' A unifornr magnetic field B(t), pointing straight up, fills the circular region ofradius b. rf B changes with time, whatis the induceo electric fierd ?
16" Find serf inductance per unit rength of a rong sorenoid.
17. state Poynting's theorem. Find the average poynting vector of anelectromagnetic wave consist of electric f[fO, f = iE^ sin (kz *rot) andmagnetic field B = jB. sin (kz _ cot).

1B' A voltage source delivers 44 when the load connected to it is 5 ohm and2Awhen the load becomes 20 ohm. calculate maximum power which source cansuppty.

Find the capacitance of two concentric metar sheils, with radii a and b (a < b).
A charged 20 pF capacitor is connected to 30 mH inductor. what is the angutarfrequency of the oscillating circuit ?

SECTTON-D(10Marks)
(Long essay four questions. Answer any two. Each question carries5 marks).

" 5i5:1; yilffill s equation in integral and differenriat form. write sisnificance

22" write Maxweif's equation in free space. Derive 3D wave equation for efectricand magnetic fierd in an erectromagnetic wave. Find equati;;s ;;,. energy anrlmomentum of electromagnetic waves.
23' state and explain Thevenin's theorem. Explain how a circuit can be Thevenize.
24' what are capacitors ? Explain the principle of a parailel plate capacitor with adielectric between the plates Derive 

"n 
**pr*sion for the capacitance of aparailer prate capacitor with a dierectric of thickness t between the prates.
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